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A Message to our Suppliers from Elkay’s President and CEO 
 
Dear Valued Supplier, 
 

Thank you for being a valued Elkay supplier and partner.  Elkay recognizes that our 
strong supplier base is key to our success as a company.  We value our relationship 
with our suppliers and have prepared this handbook to familiarize you with our 
company, culture, and business operating policies.  The relationship between Elkay  
and our suppliers is built on mutual trust, integrity, and a commitment to world-class 
performance. 

Elkay is a family owned business headquartered in Downers Grove, IL.  There are 11 
manufacturing and distribution sites in the United States.  To serve international 
markets, there are ten operations abroad, located in Mexico, China and Dubai.   

Our products are sold through key market segments which consist of Traditional Plumbing, Builders, Home 
Center and Commercial. Our products are sold across the entire United States and around the world. The 
primary product offerings of our Plumbing business are pressure water coolers, bottle fillers, point of use water 
delivery, commercial and residential sinks (stainless steel and composite) and accessories, stainless steel food 
service products and a variety of commercial and residential grade faucets.   
 
Elkay’s purpose in accordance with our values is to be “in business forever”.   We will innovate to meet 
customer needs, bringing to market excellent value for total solutions and an extraordinary consumer 
experience. 
 
Values: 

We are in business forever – We all have the responsibility to leave the business stronger than when 
we started.  Continuous improvement is necessary for growth and continued future success. 

Making a profit is an honorable endeavor – Profit is a necessary ingredient for a successful 
relationship with our business partners.  All of the partners [customers, suppliers, employees, and 
shareholders] must benefit in their own way to foster a lasting relationship.  

Our word is our bond – We honor our commitments to customers, employees, suppliers and the 
communities in which we live and work.  The key ingredient in all of our commitments is integrity. 

We value quality in all we do – Quality is seen in our products, our processes, in how we 
communicate, and in our relationships with each other, our business partners and our families. Quality 
is the personal responsibility of each employee.  

Our strength is in our people – People are the foundation of our Company.  Our people are valued as 
individuals and treated with respect, dignity and fairness.  We expect the highest level of performance 
and integrity from our people and we strive to create opportunities for them to develop and reach their 
full potential. 

Knowledge empowers – Information sharing builds trust and confidence and leads to better decision 
making.  Effective communication is absolutely necessary to manage our business and satisfy the 
needs of our business partners.  

 
 
Elkay is committed to being an ethical and responsible corporate citizen in every market we serve, and to taking 
a sustainable approach in all of our business dealings. To ensure that our strategic partners share our 
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commitment to having a positive impact at every touch point within our shared global community, Elkay requires 
each supplier to carefully review and sign our Rules of Conduct for Suppliers, located on page 5. 
 
We are pleased to have you as a partner and hope that you will join us in the spirit of our values to help us 
achieve our Vision:  To become the preferred choice for every customer we serve.  Working together, I know we 
can make this vision a reality. 

 
 
Signed,  
 

 
 
Ric Phillips 
 
President and CEO 
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1.0 RULES OF CONDUCT FOR SUPPLIERS 
 
Elkay’s increasing global presence has resulted in growth in international sourcing.  Elkay is 
committed to its values and ethics in its global operations and seeks to ensure that the products it 
sells, including all components of those products, are produced under conditions that respect worker 
rights and our environment.   
 
While Elkay recognizes the complex issues faced in many developing countries, there are basic 
standards regarding workers’ rights and protecting our environment that must be met by those 
seeking to do business with Elkay as a supplier.   
 
To ensure that the products and components that Elkay sells have been produced under conditions 
that respect worker rights and the environment, Elkay requires that suppliers seeking to do business 
with us evidence their commitment to these basic standards.  Elkay will conduct a physical review of 
each new supplier to ensure that they meet our requirements with respect to applicable laws and 
working conditions, including laws against human trafficking and slavery.  Specifically, Elkay will not 
knowingly enter into business relations with a supplier, subcontractor, or business that: 
 

• Directly or indirectly uses child labor  
 

• Makes use of any type of forced or involuntary labor (including slavery or human trafficking) 
 

• Subjects its employees to any form of abuse, physical discipline or physical or psychological 
mistreatment 
 

• Does not comply with local laws regarding hours worked, overtime, and days off 
 

• Does not undertake to comply with local environmental laws     
 

• Does not provide its employees with adequate safety and protective equipment. 
 
In addition to the process for selecting new suppliers, Elkay engages in verification of the practices of 
its existing supplier base through periodic audits to assess risks and ensure compliance with laws and 
working conditions (noted above), including laws governing human trafficking and slavery. Elkay 
suppliers shall not participate in any form of bribery, kickbacks or corruption and shall not engage in 
any acts that would violate, or cause Elkay to violate any law or regulation relating to anti-bribery, 
including the U.S Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.      
 
Elkay will not knowingly work with suppliers that do not respect these standards and those of our 
customers.  We will periodically assess the supplier’s compliance with these standards.  Any reported 
non-compliance will be investigated, and appropriate action will be taken.  Elkay will attempt to work 
with supplier to remedy the violation.  If the effort to remedy the violation is unsuccessful, Elkay will 
evaluate the business relationship and take appropriate corrective action.  Corrective action may include 
several actions, including cancelation of a Purchase Order up to termination of the use of a facility or 
supplier.  If a supplier refuses access of the facility to our auditors, the relationship with that supplier 
will be terminated. 
 
This is to confirm that I, ______________________ of _______________________ (the “Company”), 
have read and understood the foregoing Elkay Manufacturing Company Rules of Conduct for 
Suppliers and that the Company will respect the rules as identified above.  I have also read the entire 
Supplier Handbook Version VII dated January 22nd, 2021 and understand and will comply with all 
guidelines. 
 
Signed at _________________________ the ______ day of ______________ 20___ 
 
Signature: _________________________ Company name: _____________________ 
Title:         _________________________  
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2.0 ELKAY PURCHASE ORDER 
2.1 Terms and Conditions 

1) The general terms and conditions for the Purchase Order transaction are contained on the 
Elkay website under Company Information>Supplier Guidelines>PO Terms and Conditions.  
This document is also contained in Appendix A.  These terms will apply to all purchase 
transactions entered into with a Purchase Order.   

2) Each Purchase Order is deemed satisfactory to and accepted by Supplier according to the 
Terms and Conditions if any shipment of products or goods is made, if an acknowledgement is 
signed by Supplier, or if verbally accepted by Supplier.  Seller’s commencement of work on the 
goods subject to any Purchase Order or shipment of such goods, whichever occurs first, shall 
constitute acceptance of the Purchase Order and these Terms and Conditions.  The stating of 
additional terms, or modification of terms, or the furnishing by Supplier of additional documents 
shall modify or supplement the Order only if specifically agreed to in writing by an authorized 
agent of Elkay.  No changes or modifications to the Order or Terms and Conditions shall be 
effective unless made by express consent in writing by an authorized agent of Elkay. 

3) Please note that the Insurance limits may vary by product line.  Insurance limits specified in 
Supplier Agreements (if applicable) will prevail over the Terms and Conditions.  

4) Prior to placing a Purchase Order, Elkay requires that the supplier sign the Rules of Conduct 
(see Section 1.0) and send to your buyer or purchasing@elkay.com.  The Rules of Conduct 
outlines the basic standards that must be met to do business with Elkay.  Elkay will not conduct 
business with a supplier until this document is signed. 

2.2 Purchase Order Management 
1) Elkay will provide the Purchase Order to the Supplier in one of the following methods:  email, 

fax, i-Supplier (Oracle) or EDI. Copies will not be mailed.  Only orders written by Elkay on its 
standard Purchase Order form are valid. 

2) Within 24 hours of receipt of the Elkay Purchase Order, the Supplier must email confirmation of 
receipt and any requested changes to the Due Date and quantities on the PO. If confirmation is 
not received, Elkay will assume the Purchase Order is accepted with no changes.   

3) The Supplier must ensure that they have the latest print/specifications for each Elkay item 
number listed in the Purchase Order.  Contact your buyer to obtain copies of the prints. 

4) The Due Date on the Elkay Purchase Order is the expected delivery date at the assigned Elkay 
facility, anything delivered after the Due Date on the purchase order will be deemed as a late 
delivery.  On time to the due date is considered delivered to the assigned facility +7 days/-2 
days, allowing for the variation in transit times. The transit time from the supplier’s 
manufacturing facility to the assigned Elkay facility should be subtracted from the listed Due 
Date.  Please contact the Buyer for the appropriate transit time. (See 4.7.2.2 for expedite fee 
related to a late delivery) 

2.3 Invoices 
1) All invoices, credit memos, and statements for all Elkay locations should be submitted 

via email to OB-AP_INQUIRY@ELKAY.COM or mailed to 1333 Butterfield Road Ste 200, 
Downers Grove, IL 60515. 

2) All invoices should include invoice number, invoice date, Purchase Order number, terms, 
remittance address, and Ship To location to avoid delay in payment.  Failure to note payment 
terms will result in default payment terms of Net 60.   

3) Pro-forma invoices for international suppliers will not be accepted.  A commercial invoice will 
need to be supplied. 
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4) Payment for domestic suppliers will be made via ACH.  All international suppliers will receive 
payment via wire.  All new suppliers will need to submit an ACH/WT form to Accounts Payable 
for approval (see Appendix B). 
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3.0 PACKAGING AND LABELING REQUIREMENTS 
 

3.1 Packaging Requirements for Finished Products   
 

Final packaging for products shall be determined by engineering prior to initial introduction.  
Packaging components shall be listed on the engineering drawings.  Any changes to the packaging 
must be approved and documented prior to implementation.  
 
Below is a generalized list of packaging guidelines that will be customized, as necessary, for each 
new product. 
 

• Individual Packaging Products shall be able to show their ability to pass ISTA 1A or 1E for 

palletized shipments.  If Elkay Engineering requires a different ISTA test criteria, it will be 

shared with the Supplier for each specific part/product.  

• Each package shall have 3 UPC/barcode labels on three sides of the carton unless otherwise 

approved by Elkay. 

• All Shipping Cartons must be Certified Shipping Containers as defined in Item 222 of the 

National Motor Freight Classification and Rule 41 of the Uniform Freight Classification. 

• It is the supplier’s responsibility to guarantee that pallets of finished products are not broken-

down during shipment by transportation companies.  A pallet label is highly recommended that 

states “Do Not Break Down Skid” or “Do Not Break Stretch Wrap” be included on all 4 sides of 

the pallet prior to shipment. 

• Corrugated containers shall be natural Kraft and printed using 7469U Blue Print per approved 

artwork and layout provided by Elkay. 

• Carton Graphics should be per Elkay Standards  

 
 

General Carton Specifications 
 
 

• Shipper shall avoid pre-used, old or moisture-exposed fiberboard containers. 

• All Shipping Cartons must be Certified Shipping Containers as defined in Item 222 of the 

National Motor Freight Classification and Rule 41 of the Uniform Freight Classification. 

• When available, shipping Carton shall contain the box manufacturer’s certificate (BMC) 

stamping that precisely coincides with the instructions in the rules. 

• Minimum Edge Crush Value (ECT) for shipping containers shall be determined by Elkay 

Engineering. 
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• Each shipping container must be capable of meeting appropriate International Safe Transit 

Association (ISTA) Pre-shipment Testing Procedures and Projects. 

• All specified dimensions are given in the sequence of length, width, depth. 

• Carton specifications are inside dimensions of a finished box.  Box manufacturing is based on 

these inside dimensions. 

• Length is always the larger of the two dimensions of the open face of a box as it is set up for 

filling. 

• Width is the smaller dimension of the open face. 

• Depth is the distance perpendicular to the length and width. 

• End-opening boxes are measured as though they were top opening. 

• Flute direction shall be in the normal direction unless otherwise specified. 

• Manufacturers may use board specified as either Mullen or Burst test unless specifically 

specified from Elkay on a per product / project basis. 

• Cartons should be designed to minimize Girth + Length dimensions when feasible.  Optimum 

is Length = Width = 2xHeight. 

• All products designed for shipment to Elkay must be capable of passing ISTA 1 series test 

cycle as a minimum.  The ISTA 2 and 3 series and the ASTM D4169 test cycles will more 

accurately simulate the distribution channel and are recommended where available.  

http://www.ista.org,http://www.astm.org.  

 
 

3.2 Bulk Shipments and Over Packs  
 

All bulk shipped items or over packs must be properly packaged to ensure the product arrives to Elkay 
with no damage to the product.  All bulk shipped items must meet the following guidelines.  Any 
request for exceptions, shall be presented to Elkay in writing. 
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• Individual shipping containers shall weigh less than 40 lbs. per container if case quantity is 

larger than one.  

• All Over Shipper boxes must meet guidelines under General Carton Specifications. 

• When possible, Over Shippers shall be designed to facilitate easy removal of internal cartons.  

This means adequate tolerances and designed to touch as many inner cartons as possible 

when the top flaps are opened. 

• At a minimum, the Supplier must be able to demonstrate the calculated compression strength 

of the chosen container is adequate to meet the calculated value of Schedule B – Warehouse 

Stacking and Schedule C – Vehicle Stacking of ASTM International Standard D4169*.  

International Shipments must use Assurance Level I, North American Shipments may use 

Assurance Level II. 

• Each shipping container must be clearly labeled on at least 3 sides with Supplier barcode label 

for Elkay. (See label section for further details). 

• Nested product to follow Packaging Engineering requirement. 

 
*ASTM D 4169,”Standard Practice for Performance Testing of Shipping Containers and Systems.” 
ASTM International.  For referenced ASTM standards, visit the ASTM website, www.astm.org or 
contact ASTM Customer Service at service@astm.org.  For Annual Book of ASTM Standards 
volume information, refer to the standard’s Document Summary page on the ASTM website. 

 

3.3 Closures  
 
All cartons and shipping containers shall be closed and secured by any reasonable method that 
allows the carton and contents to be properly contained during shipment.  Preferred methods include 
gummed tape, pressure sensitive tape, and staples (provided these do not have contact with the 
product). Elkay brand printed finished good cartons should be closed using clear pressure sensitive 
tape to allow for clear viewing of the print branding on the top flaps. 
 
 
Chosen closure method should comply with ASTM D 1974-98, “Standard Practice for Methods of 
Closing, Sealing, and Reinforcing Fiberboard Boxes,” ASTM International.  For referenced ASTM 
standards, visit the ASTM website, www.astm.org or contact ASTM Customer Service at 
service@astm.org.  For Annual Book of ASTM Standards volume information, refer to the standard’s 
Document Summary page on the ASTM website. 

 
 

Gummed Tape: 
• Color should properly match the color of the carton – Kraft or White 
• 3” minimum width 
• Tape shall extend a minimum of 2” onto the box ends 
• Shall be properly specified based on weight of shipping container with contents 
• Works best with Clean, Dry, Surface 

 
Pressure Sensitive Tape and L-Clip’s 

• Pressure Sensitive Tape must be a Minimum 2” wide  
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• Must extend a minimum of 2” onto box ends 
• Tape Thickness must be a minimum of 3 mil 
• Minimum tensile Strength 30 lb. 
• Color – Clear 
• Printing – optional – must be approved by Elkay. 
• Holding Power to Fiberboard:  12,000 + minutes 
• Examples of Approved Brand Tapes:  3M 375, 3M 355, Shurtape HP 500  

 
 

Staples: 
• Wide Crown Staples 
• Minimum Tensile Strength of 80,000 psi 
• Must be made of good commercial grade quality steel 
• Applied to each side of center seam 
• Must be no more than 5” apart 
• Located where the outer flaps overlay the inner flaps 
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3.4 Material Requirement  
 

Packaging must meet below structure and material requirements.  
 

Item 222 & Rule 41 – All secondary packaging must meet equivalent material requirement 
stated in Item 222 and Rule 41 which is the industry standard from National Motor Freight 
Classification.  

 

 
 

Box Manufacturers Certificate (BMC) – All secondary packaging must be clearly marked on 
the bottom panel (typically) with the BMC. The certificate verifies that the packaging meets the 
material requirements stated in the BMC and Rule 41. 
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3.5 Stretch Wrapping & Banding  
 

To ensure adequate load containment during the shipping and handling process, all 
palletized/unitized products must be stretch wrapped and/or banded to the pallet.  In the 
selection of a securement method the supplier must insure that the method selected best 
contains the product and protects the public’s and product’s safety.  Heavier product must be 
banded and may require both stretch wrapping and banding depending upon configuration. 
Upon request, suppliers must be capable of demonstrating and certifying in writing that 
unitized loads pass ISTA test method 1E. 

 
Stretch Wrapping Standard  

 
Stretch wrap can completely enclose and contain the pallet load so the boxes do not move 
from their vertical columns.  It also provides a moisture barrier and protects against abrasions 
and dirt. Below are the minimum standards for stretch wrap when shipping palletized products 
to Elkay.  
 
• Stretch wrap must be 75 gauge or higher.  
• Stretch wrap must be low density polyethylene.  
• Stretch wrap must be applied with a 50% overlap.  
• Stretch wrap must be applied mid-way down over the pallet and cover all 4 corners of the 

pallet.  
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Banding Standard  
 

Banding may be used as an alternative or in addition to stretch wrap.  Below are the minimum 
standards for banding. 
 
Banding Material – ½ inch Polychem green embossed polyester or better strapping is 
recommended.  No metal strapping is allowed due to safety concerns. 
  
Minimum Band – A minimum of 2 bands must be used to secure product to the pallet.  At least 
3 bands are required if product is 16 feet or longer.  
 
Edge Protector – Edge protectors must be used at all places where the banding would contact 
the product or the primary package to guard against damage.  
 
Banding Selection – Banding selection and use must comply with the most recent standards 
published by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM):  

1. ASTM D 3953 – Standard Specification for Strapping, Flat Steel and Seals  
2. ASTM D 3950 – Standard Specification for Strapping, Nonmetallic (and Joining 

Methods)  
3. ASTM D 4675 – Standard Guide for Selection and Use of Flat Strapping Materials  

 
Heavy Product – All heavy items must be banded on all 4 sides to prevent movement or 
slippage in all directions. 

 
 

3.6  Pallets 
 

Pallets must be sized so that the product does not overhang the pallet more than 1” on any 
side.  It is preferable, also that the product fit flush or within 2” inside the perimeter of the 
pallet.  If this cannot be accomplished, the supplier, at their expense, must provide proof from 
a certified lab that the unitized load passes ISTA 1E. 

 
 

Pallets shall have the following minimum Construction Requirements: 
 
• Pallets must be of all wood construction.  All wood species are acceptable for use, except 

those in classes 7 and 14 of the Uniform Standard for Wood Pallets, as published by the 
National Pallet and Container Association.  For additional information please visit 
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.palletcentral.com/resource/collection/E8AADDDE-7CBA-
4298-8341-C7F29D0C14FF/Uniform-Standard-for-Wood-Pallets-2014(REV).pdf 

• Wood must be sound (no decay) and square edged.  Knots must be no larger than 1/3 the 
width of the board.  No serious cracks or protruding splinters. 

• Pallets must have both top and bottom boards. 
• Top and Bottom boards must be a minimum of 5/8” thick. 
• Spacing between top boards must never exceed 3 1/4”. 
• Bottom Lead Deck Boards must be a minimum of 5 1/2” wide. 
• Bottom Deck boards must be a minimum of 3 1/2” wide. 
• No missing or broken top or bottom boards. 
• Stringers must be a minimum of 1 1/2” wide by 3 1/2” high. 
• A minimum of three stringers is required.  Stringers must have a maximum spacing of 18” 
• All stringers must be slid and unbroken.  No repaired stringers or companion stringers. 
• All Pallets must have 4-way entry. 

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.palletcentral.com/resource/collection/E8AADDDE-7CBA-4298-8341-C7F29D0C14FF/Uniform-Standard-for-Wood-Pallets-2014(REV).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.palletcentral.com/resource/collection/E8AADDDE-7CBA-4298-8341-C7F29D0C14FF/Uniform-Standard-for-Wood-Pallets-2014(REV).pdf
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• All stringers must be notched in two places, 9” long with 2” vertical opening (including 
thickness of bottom boards) and 1/2” curved radius corners. 

• All boards must be attached with a minimum of two 11-12 gauge, 2 1/4” helically or 
annularly threaded nails, staggered per connection. 

• There must be no protruding nail heads or points. 
• Pallet assembly, fastener quality and fastening schedule must comply with the Uniform 

Standard. 
 
 

 
 

All regulated wood packaging materials shall be appropriately treated and marked under an 
official program developed and overseen by the National Plant Protection Organization 
(NPPO) in the country of export.   
 
Suppliers are required to provide a certification that the solid wood packaging materials are 
properly treated or that the container has been properly fumigated.  This includes all 
international shipments. 
 
For additional details visit http://www.aphis.usda.gov/ppq/wpm/import.html. 

 
The packing list must be completed fully and accurately to ensure that the shipment will be 
cleared by customs in a timely manner. 

 
If the container does not contain Solid Wood Packaging Materials, it is required for the 
exporter to produce a statement declaring that no solid wood packing materials have been 
used. 

 
If Solid Wood Packaging Materials are used, a Fumigation Certificate or Phytosanitary 
Certificate is required.  Include the statement “Any solid wood packing materials are totally free 
of bark, and apparently free from live pests.  Any solid wood packing material, if used, meets 
the importation requirements of the regulated article.” 

  

http://www.aphis.usda.gov/ppq/wpm/import.html
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3.7  Supplier Barcode Label for Elkay 
 

 
Raw material product shall include either Lot Barcodes or a UPC Barcodes 

 

            
 
 

UPC Bar Code: 
# of Digits: 12 
X dimension minimum: 0.020”    * 
Bar code height minimum: 0.75” 
Bar code must be printed with a Magnification Factor of 80% - 200% 
Must be Human Readable 
Symbology: UPC-A 

 
Elkay P/N: 
Max # of Chars: 18 
Font Type: True Type 
Font: Arial Bold  
Font size minimum: 10 pt. 
Font size optimum: 60 pt. 
Must be Human Readable 

 
Additional Label Requirements: 

• If the box contains a case of products, the Case Qty. must be printed at the bottom of the 
label 

• Labels must be placed on 3 sides of the box: 1 in the front and 2 on the sides 
• Elkay leaves the orientation of the label to the supplier’s discretion 
• Note: X dimension refers to the width of the narrowest bar 
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Supplier LOT Label for Elkay 
 

 

   
 

Elkay PO: 
Max # of Chars: 10 
X dimension minimum: 0.020”    * 
Bar code height minimum: 0.75” 
Bar code must be printed with a Magnification Factor of 80% - 200% 
Must be Human Readable 
Symbology: Code 128 

 
Font Type: True Type 
Font: Arial Bold  
Font size minimum: 10 pt. 
Font size optimum: 60 pt. 
Must be Human Readable 

 
 

Elkay P/N: 
Max # of Chars: 18 
X dimension minimum: 0.020”    * 
Bar code height minimum: 0.75” 
Bar code must be printed with a Magnification Factor of 80% - 200% 
Must be Human Readable 
Symbology: Code 128 

 
 

Font Type: True Type 
Font: Arial Bold (or something similar) 
Font size minimum: 10 pt. 
Font size optimum: 60 pt. 
Must be Human Readable 
LOT #: 
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Max # of Chars: 15 
X dimension minimum: 0.020”    * 
Bar code height minimum: 0.75” 
Bar code must be printed with a Magnification Factor of 80% - 200% 
Must be Human Readable 
Symbology: Code 128 

 
Font Type: True Type 
Font: Arial Bold (or something similar) 
Font size minimum: 10 pt. 
Font size optimum: 60 pt. 
Must be Human Readable 

 
 

Additional Label Requirements: 
• If the box contains a case of products, the Case Qty. must be printed at the bottom of the 

label 
• Labels must be placed on 3 sides of the box: 1 in the front and 2 on the sides 
• Elkay leaves the orientation of the label to the supplier’s discretion 

 
* Note: X dimension refers to the width of the narrowest bar 
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Labels 

 
Finished good product shall follow the following label requirements.  Any deviations must be 
approved in writing by Elkay prior to implementation. 

 
• Label stock – White, unless otherwise specified 
• Print Color – Black 
• Adhesive – Permanent 
• Label Size – Thermal Transfer – 4” x 6” Stock Labels or 

- Laser Labels – 4 1/4” x 5” (4 per sheet) 
• Barcode must be printed with a magnification factor of 80%-200%. 
• Each Barcode must include Human Readable Text. 
• All Barcodes numbers appearing on the final packaged product shall be supplied by Elkay.  

No other barcodes than those supplied shall be visible on package. 
• Each Barcode will have a minimum of 1/4” of quite zones to the left and right of the 

barcode. 
• Retail Barcodes shall use UPC A. 
• All printed barcodes shall pass ANSI grading standard and every barcode must achieve a 

grade of “C” or better. 
• The following items shall be printed on the label. 

o Elkay Address Location – min. of 10 pt. font 
o Address located at top, left corner of label, left justified 
o UPC A Barcode – Numbers provided by Elkay 
o Part # - Assigned by Elkay  
o 2-D Drawing of the sink – Provided by Elkay (if available) 
o Elkay Brand Logo – as needed 
o Manufacturing Barcode in Code 128 as provided by Elkay 
o I 2 of 5 Barcode 
o Country of Origin – as required.  10 pt. minimum 

 
 

Finished Good Label Specifications 
 

Elkay Supplied Information required: 
 

• Finished Good Number / Item ID 
• Image (if available) 
• Brand Logo Image 
• Elkay UPC 
• Shipping Container Barcode 
• Elkay Manufacturing Barcode 
• Production Address 
• Company Name – Elkay Sales, Inc. 

 
Placement shall follow the following – nominal. 
 

Address: 
• Font – Open Sans 
• Height - 0.125 nominal 
• Width – 0.070 nominal 
• Point - 9 pt. nominal 
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Brand Logo: 
• Image Size Rule – Preserve Aspect Ratio 
• Size – Height 0.515 nominal 
• Size – Width 1.500 nominal 

 
Product Picture: 

• Image Size Rule – Preserve Aspect Ration 
• Size Height – 1.265 nominal 
• Size Width – 1.904 nominal 

 
Retail Barcode: 

• Symbology – UPC A 
• Human Readable – Yes, Fixed Below 
• % Magnification – 153% nominal 
• Bar Height – 0.60 nominal 

 
Item ID (Sink Part Number): 

• Font – Open Sans 
• 28.9 pt. nominal 
• Character Height - 0.401 nominal 
• Character Width - 0.232 nominal 
• Spacing - monospace 

 
Shipping Container Barcode: 

• Symbology Code – Interleaved (I) 2 of 5 
• Bar Height – 0.40 nominal 
• Check Digit – None 
• Human Readable – yes 
• Line Width – 6 pixels nominal 
• Line X-dim – 15 mil nominal 
• Ratio 3:0:1 

 
Manufacturing Barcode: 

• Symbology Code 128 
• Bar Height – 0.40 nominal 
• Check Digit – None 
• Human Readable – yes 
• Line Width – 4 pixels nominal 
• Line X-dim – 10.0 mil nominal 

Product Legal Registration: 
• Font – Open Sans 
• Height - 0.125 nominal 
• Width – 0.070 nominal 
• Point - 9 pt. nominal 
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Shipping Label Example 
 

 

 
 

Faucet Shipping Label Example  
 

  
 
   
  

Ship to 
Address 
 
Retail 
Barcode 
 
 
 
 
 
Shipping 
Container 
Barcode 
 
 

MFG 
(sku) 

Barcode 
 
 

Sku 
 
 
 

Company or 
Brand Name 
(i.e. REVERE) 
 
Product Legal 
Registration 
 
 
 
 
Image 
 
 
 
Country of Origin 
 
 
Certification 
Name  
 
Date  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ship to 
Address 
 
Retail 
Barcode 
 
MFG 
(sku) 
Barcode 
 
SKU 
 
Flow Rate 
and All 
Applicable 
Standards 
 

Company or 
Brand Name 
(i.e. DAYTON) 
 
Product Legal 
Registration 
 
Image 
 
Country of 
Origin 
 
Date 
 
Certification 
Mark 
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Master Pack Label Example 
 
 

 
 

 
 
3.8  Miscellaneous Packaging 

 
It is the Supplier’s responsibility to recommend, provide, and include any additional packaging 
materials that will be necessary to adequately protect their products in shipment to ensure that 
the product arrives to Elkay in an acceptable manner.  This may include but is not limited to: 

 
• Edge Protectors to protect pallet and product during shipment. 

• Poly Bags, Desiccants, or other means to protect their product from dust, moisture, rust, 

etc. as necessary based on product composition. 

• Over Shipper Boxes to protect from dirt and carton crushing. 

• Corrugated Pads to protect between layers or on top of pallet to distribute weight when 

product doesn’t properly align with pallet slats. 

• Cushioning Materials 

• Strapping Materials 

• Pallet Cones to prevent double stacking when crushing is a concern. 

  

Ship to 
Address 
 
 
Sku 
 
PO  
Number 
 
Quantity 
 
 
 
 
MFG 
(Sku) 
Barcode 
 
 
 
 
Country 
of Origin 

 Company or  
 Brand Name 
 (i.e. REVERE) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Quantity 
Barcode 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Carton  
Number 
 
 Weight 
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3.9 Container Loading Process  
 

Supplier must follow ALL requirements below for packaging handling and loading process.  
 

Packaging Handling:  Special attention needs to be paid by supplier when handling the 
packaging during loading process.  Handling should not cause any packaging damages. 
Supplier is responsible for the handling and any damage cost occurred during loading process.  
 
Up Arrow:  All packages should be loaded with the right orientation – “Up Arrow”.  It is 
supplier’s responsibility to comply with packaging orientation arrows. 

 
Head to Tail:  When more than one SKU is loaded in a container, all products should be 
loaded in order from the head to the tail of the container to ensure packages for each SKU are 
not mixed during loading which will enable smoother unloading operations at destination.  
 
Freight:  Freight is a critical component to package integrity in distribution.  All packages must 
be tightly stacked into the cargo container or trucks to minimize space for load shifting.  Any 
vacant space in the container is to be filled with an air bag and inflated to the correct pressure 
as not to crush or damage adjacent product.  Rope tie-downs and bracing to the floor and wall 
of the container is an acceptable alternative. 
 
Column Stacking:  All packages for one SKU should be column stacked so that all corners of 
each package are in alignment (misaligned boxes cause compression failures as showed in 
below picture); all SKUs for a PO must be loaded together in one grouping.  This is the best 
way for packages to absorb the weight from the package on top of it. 
 
Light Loaded Container:  Supplier should perform proper blocking and bracing of cargo 
container after loading is complete to avoid damage due to cargo shifting during transport. 
 
Weight Limits for Containers:  Use the chart below to determine the maximum weight allowed 
to be loaded in a container.  Note:  Supplier will be charged back for any fees incurred as a 
result of an overweight container.  This will include, but not be limited to, fees for special 
equipment and permits to accommodate over the road shipment as well as fines associated 
with overweight containers. 
 
Supplier Loaded Ocean Containers:  It is the responsibility of the supplier to inspect and 
ensure the container is in good condition, free of any defects that could cause damage to the 
product while in transit such as holes in the walls or ceiling or cracks in the floor, etc.  A 
checklist is provided in Appendix N which can be used for guidance.  This in no way covers all 
potential defects.   
 
The checklist should be completed and signed upon inspection.  If any defects are found, the 
container should be refused.  Contact the freight forwarder to work with the ocean carrier to 
provide another container in good condition.   
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Container Specifications 

 

Specifications 8x8’6” Standard 
20’ 

8x8’6” Standard 
40’ 

8x9’6” 40’ Hi-
Cube 

Inside Cube 
Capacity 1,161 cubic feet 2,366 Cubic Feet 2,671 Cubic Feet 

Maximum 
Payload 37,500 lbs. 40,000 lbs. 40,000 lbs. 

 
Trailer Reference Chart 

 
 

Trailer 
 
 

28’ x 96” 
Wedge 
Trailer 

28’ x 102” 
Wedge 
Trailer 

45’ x 96” 
Wedge 
Trailer 

48’ x 102” 
Wedge 
Trailer 

Inside Length 27’ 2” 27’ 3” 44’ 2” 47’ 2” 

Inside Width 91” 97” 91” 97” 

Inside Height 
Rear 111” 111” 111” 111” 

Inside Height 
Center 108” 109” 108” 109” 

Inside Height 
Front 105” 105” 105” 105” 

 
 

Door Opening 
Width 87” 93” 87” 93” 

Door Opening 
Height 105” 105” 105” 105” 

Rear Floor 
Height 50” 50” 50” 50” 

Cubic 
Capacity 1,887 cu. Ft. 2,024 cu. Ft. 3,076 cu. Ft. 3,470 cu. Ft. 

Type Door Roll-up Roll-up Roll-up Roll-up 

Overall Height 13’ 6” 13’ 6” 13’ 6” 13’ 6” 

 

 Exterior Internal Door 
Openings Max 

Size/Type Length Width Height Length Width Height Height Width Payload 

20’ Dry 19’ 10” 8’ 8’ 6” 19’ 4” 7’ 8” 7’ 9” 7’ 5” 7’ 8” 37,500 

40’ Dry 40’ 8’ 8’ 6” 39’ 5” 7’ 8” 7’ 9” 7’ 5” 7’ 7” 40,000 
40’ High 

Cube 40’ 8’ 9’ 6”  39’ 6”   7’ 8” 8’ 9” 8’ 6” 7’ 8” 40,000 
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4.0 ELKAY SHIPPING REQUIREMENTS 
 

4.1 Booking 
1) Meeting the Ship Date 

a) The supplier must deliver the product to the port in time to meet the required delivery 
date at the U.S. facility listed on the Purchase Order.  The freight forwarder will receive 
a copy of the purchase order as well and will follow up with the supplier to meet the 
expected ship dates.   

b) Suppliers are expected to work around known holidays (example: Chinese New Year) 
and weekends. If the booking, delivery or documents are due on a scheduled holiday 
or weekend, the Supplier must ensure that the booking, delivery and documents are 
completed before the holiday or weekend.  If there are questions, please contact the 
Elkay buyer. 
 

2) Freight Forwarders 
a) Suppliers are to use only the Elkay-approved Freight Forwarder.  Elkay will advise 

supplier which freight forwarder to use at the time of on boarding through a separate 
document with instructions.  There are times when Elkay will decide a change in freight 
forwarders is required and will advise supplier at time of change. 

b) If Elkay is responsible for freight charges, Elkay’s chosen forwarder must be used.  
Elkay will not accept the charges by any other forwarder unless approved prior to 
shipment from the supplier’s location.  This approval must be sent through the 
appropriate Elkay buyer. 
 

3) Booking Information and Date 
a) Suppliers are required to book the container with Elkay’s freight forwarder at least 14 

calendar days before the product leaves the supplier’s manufacturing facility in order to 
ensure the freight forwarder can reserve space on the container.  Suppliers may book 
up to 30 days prior to the sailing date, however containers cannot be released more 
than 7 days before the sailing date.  The sailing date must be determined by reviewing 
the Due Date on the PO and calculating transit time accordingly. 

b) Suppliers will be expected to use the freight forwarder’s booking system on their 
website to make and manage all bookings.  The freight forwarder will provide training 
for each supplier prior to the first booking. 

c) If the supplier is unable to place a booking using the freight forwarder’s booking 
system, contact the local office and have the following information ready:  

(i) Supplier Name 
(ii) Elkay shipment 
(iii) Elkay Purchase Order and its contents 
(iv) Total number of containers required and/or weight and cube for the shipment. 

d) Express Ocean Bills of Lading or Seaway bills only are to be used. Only Cash in 
advance shipments will be allowed to use Original Bills of Lading. 

e) Suppliers are expected to plan shipments in advance and ensure that all bookings are 
accurate.  If a Supplier changes a booking that causes a delayed shipment, Elkay will 
consider this the Supplier’s fault and advise supplier accordingly.  Elkay will monitor 
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booking accuracy and reserves the right to fine Suppliers that consistently make 
booking errors or changes. 

4.2  International Packing Requirements 
 
1) Solid Wood Packing Materials  

a) All product packaging must meet the requirements outlined in Section 3.1 Packaging 
Requirements for Finished Goods. 

b) Solid Wood Packing Material (SWPM) refers to all wood used in shipping cargo and 
includes, but is not limited to; crating, skids, pallets, packing blocks, cases, and spools. 

c) All SWPM used for shipments to the US must be compliant with ISPM 15 (International 
Standards for Phytosanitary Measures) and/or any other U.S. Federal requirements in 
force at the time of shipment.  Certification must be provided by the Supplier and/or 
documented on the Commercial Invoice. 

d) In countries not currently using the ISPM 15 Standard, a certificate (See Appendix G) 
stating the shipment has been treated via fumigation, heat-treating, chemical 
preservatives or other approved methods must be signed by the authorized 
government agency of the Supplier. 

(i) A copy of this certificate must be sent with the other documents according to 
the requirements outlined in Section 4.3 International Shipping Documents. 

(ii) A copy of this certificate must also be kept on file at the Supplier’s facility for at 
least one year after shipment. 

(iii) Failure to provide this certificate when requested by an inspector could result in 
the shipment being returned at the Supplier’s cost. 

e) All SWPM articles must be aerated after fumigation in accordance with all U.S. Federal 
requirements to ensure that these articles are safe for handling, storage, and 
transportation. 

f) The time period between the treatment of the SWPM and the actual ship date must 
meet all U.S. Federal requirements to prevent subsequent infestation or contamination 
of the SWPM. 

 
2) Shipments Not Containing Solid Wood Packing Materials - If no SWPM is present, the 

exporter must clearly print the statement “This shipment contains no solid wood 
packing material” on the commercial invoice. 

3)  
 

4.3 International Shipping Documents   
 
Required Documents 

• All documents must accurately reflect what is physically shipped to Elkay.  If the 
documents display anything other than what was actually loaded and shipped, U.S. 
Customs has the right to detain and/or refuse the shipment.  If this happens, any and 
all additional costs incurred by Elkay will be charged to the Supplier. 

1) Commercial Invoice  
a) An acceptable format is shown in Appendix E.  Other invoice formats may be 

acceptable if they contain the information as outlined in i) through vi) below. 
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b) The Commercial Invoice must be in English. 
c) General Header Information 

(i) Seller: Provide the name and address as shown in the PO. 
(ii) Shipper/Exporter (if not the Seller): Provide the name and address.  Note: if 

there is not enough room in the header, this info may be placed elsewhere in 
the body of the Commercial Invoice.  Trading companies, for example, must 
include the name and address of the manufacturer. 

(iii) Buyer/Sold To: Provide the Elkay name and address as shown in the PO. 
(iv) Notify Party: Provide the name and address of the Freight Forwarder used. 

(Note: use Appendix A to select the proper freight forwarder). 
(v) Final Consignee/Ship To: Provide the Elkay destination name and address 

as stated within the Elkay Purchase Order. 
 

d) Shipment information 
(i) Elkay Purchase Order number 
(ii) Commercial Invoice number  
(iii) Invoice/Shipment date 
(iv) INCOTERMS (Example: FOB point)  Example Reference:  

http://www.iccwbo.org/products-and-services/trade-facilitation/incoterms-
2010/the-incoterms-rules/ 
Note:  As of January 1, 2020, Supplier will be expected to use 2020 version of 
INCO terms. 

 
(v) Terms of payment 

 
e) Product information 

(i) Detailed description of the product.  This must include the source material.  For 
example, stainless steel sinks.  For stainless steel sinks, the description must 
also include if they are drawn or fabricated items. 

(ii) Elkay Model Number 
(iii) Quantity and unit of measure (each, pairs, dozen) 
(iv) Country of Origin of each item 
(v) Elkay unit price and total item price in USD$ as listed on the Purchase Order. 

 
f) Additional invoice information 

(i) All other agreed upon charges and discounts must be listed separately with a 
clear description as to what they are. 

(ii) If the goods are being sent “free of charge” state “Value for Customs Purposes: 
USD$ xxx.xx” (where xxx.xx equals the dollar amount). 

(iii) List the total invoice amount in USD$  

http://www.iccwbo.org/products-and-services/trade-facilitation/incoterms-2010/the-incoterms-rules/
http://www.iccwbo.org/products-and-services/trade-facilitation/incoterms-2010/the-incoterms-rules/
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(iv) State the status of the Solid Wood Packing Material (SWPM) requirement on 
the invoice. (See Section 4.2 for details). 

(v) List all container numbers and seal numbers (if applicable). 

2) Packing List  
a) An acceptable format is shown in Appendix F.  Other formats may be acceptable if they 

contain the information as outlined in b through f below. 
b) The Packing List must be in English. 
c) Header Information 

(i) Shipper/Exporter: Provide the name and address.  
(ii) Consignee/Ship To: Provide the Elkay destination name and address as stated 

within the Elkay Purchase Order. 
d) Shipment Information 

(i) Elkay Purchase Order number 
(ii) Invoice number 
(iii) Total number of packages and the total quantity shipped 
(iv) Total gross weight and cube 
(v) Country of Origin. If not all made in the same country, list for each item. 
(vi) All container and seal numbers (if applicable). 

e) Product Information 
(i) Description of the product 
(ii) Quantity shipped  
(iii) Net weight, gross weight and cube for each individual item 
(iv) Elkay Model Number for each item 
(v) Indicate the Elkay Purchase Order number for each item when the shipment 

involves more than one PO. 
(vi) Designate which items are in each package  
(vii) Shipping marks and numbers are on all packages 

f) Container Breakdown (FCL ocean shipments only) 
For shipments involving multiple containers, an itemized breakdown of which items are 
loaded in each container is required.  This breakdown must include: 

(i) Container and seal Number 
(ii) Elkay Model Number for each product 
(iii) Quantity in each container 
(iv) Number of packages in each container 
(v) Examples:  Container A – Seal Number xxxx           Container B – Seal Number 

xxxx 
(vi) 300  5XX54                                            150  5XX54                                                                               

200  5XX23                                            350  5ZZ29 
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3) Bill of Lading  
a) Express Ocean Bills of Lading (seaway bills) are to be used. Use of Original Bills of 

Lading is only acceptable if terms of payment are cash in advance. 
b) The Bill of Lading documentation must contain the information cited in c through f 

below. 
c) Header Information 

(i) Shipper: Provide name and address. 
(ii) Buyer/Sold To/Consignee: Provide the name and address as shown in the 

PO. 
(iii) Notify Party: Provide name and address of the Freight Forwarder used. (Note: 

use Appendix A to select the proper freight forwarder). 
(iv) Ship To: Provide Elkay destination name and address as stated within the 

Elkay Purchase Order. 
d) Shipment Information 

(i) General description of all the items shipped 
(ii) Total number of pieces or containers shipped 
(iii) Gross weight and gross measure 
(iv) Shipping marks and numbers including the Elkay PO numbers 

e) The Place of Receipt, Port of Exit, Port of Destination and Final Destination 
f) A Bill of Lading number  

4) SWPM Certification 
a) If Solid Wood Packing Materials are present, SWPM Certification documentation is 

required (see Appendix G). 
5) Other Documents 

a) Other documents and/or declarations may be required based upon the country of 
origin, the country of export and the type of goods being shipped.  Certificates of origin 
may be required to meet any specific tariff agreements such as a NAFTA certificate in 
the case of NAFTA origin countries.  Questions regarding additional documents should 
be directed to the Freight Forwarder at your port of exit. 
 

4.4 When and Where to Send Documents  
1) Immediately upon shipment from supplier’s location, the Supplier must send, via 

courier or messenger, the following documents to the Freight Forwarder’s origin office. 
If origin office location is not yet known at this point, contact Elkay’s Global Logistics 
and Traffic Manager as listed in Appendix D.  A copy must also be sent via email to 
anthonym@carmnet.com, OB-AP_INQUIRY@elkay.com and to the Elkay buyer who 
submitted the purchase order to the supplier.  Payment cannot and will not be made 
without copies of the documents being sent to all emails listed above. 
 

a) Original Factory Invoice – if required in country (1) 
b) Copy of the Commercial Invoice (1) 
c) Copy of the Packing List (1) 

mailto:OB-AP_INQUIRY@elkay.com
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d) Copy of the SWPM Certificate – if required (1) 
e) Copies and/or Originals of other documents (Certifications, Declarations, etc.) – 

as required 
 

2) Importer Security Filing (ISF): Carmichael International has been designated by Elkay 
to submit the ISF filings on Elkay’s behalf.  The ISF is required by U.S. Customs to be 
filed at a minimum of 48 hours prior to sailing.  If not completed or filed late, Elkay 
faces significant fines by U.S. Customs.  It is the supplier’s responsibility to provide the 
information to the freight forwarder in order for them to submit the information for filing, 
accurately and on time to Carmichael International.  It is the supplier’s responsibility to 
provide the following information immediately after shipment from the factory: 
 

a) Manufacturer – full name and address (Party producing the cargo) 
b) Shipper – full name and address (Party shipping the cargo to buyer) 
c) Seller – full name and address (Party selling the cargo to buyer) 
d) Buyer (or owner) – full name and address (Party buying the cargo from the 

seller) 
e) Ship To Party – full name and address (Party to which the cargo is to be 

shipped) 
f) Container stuffing location – full name and address (Physical location in which 

cargo is stuffed) 
g) Consolidator (Stuffer/Forwarder) – full name and address (Party consolidating 

multiple shipments into container) 
h) Importer of record/FTZ apps id # (Number assigned by U.S. Customs or tax id 

number of the importer) 
i) Consignee Number (Importer of record number or tax id of importer) 
j) Country of Origin (Country where cargo is produced) 
k) Commodity Harmonized Tariff Schedule Number (Provide all if multiple HTS 

apply) Must be first 6 digits or all 10 digits 
3) After receiving the Bill of Lading from the Freight Forwarder (at origin), the Supplier 

must send the following documents to Carmichael International’s office.   
Carmichael International 
450 E Devon Ave, Ste. 280 
Itasca, IL 60143 
Attn:  Anthony Melnick 
Tel: 630-595-1407 
Email: elkaybroker@carmnet.com 
 

a) Copy of the Commercial Invoice (1) 
b) Copy of the Packing List (1) 
c) Copy of the Container Breakdown for multiple container shipments (if not 

included on the packing list itself) (1) 
d) Original Bill of Lading (if issued) – (2) 
e) Copy of the Bill of Lading (1) 
f) Copy of the SWPM Certificate – if required (1) 
g) Copies of other documents (Certifications, Declarations, etc.) as required 

 

4.5 Payment 
1) The original Commercial Invoice and all other documents described in Section 4.3 

must be received by Elkay according to the procedures described in Section 4.3 in 
order to provide payment to the Supplier.  
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4.6 Ocean Shipments 
4.6.1 Full Container Load (FCL) Shipments 

1) Container Procurement: 
a) Bookings should have been made in accordance with Section 4.1.  If the container 

was not ordered at the time of the booking, contact the freight forwarder a minimum 
of 7 days prior to sailing date. 

b) Contact the Elkay Global Logistics and Traffic Manager immediately if you are 
not able to obtain a container commitment from the freight forwarder. 

c) If the ship date is expected to be seven or more days early or two or more days 
late, the Supplier must immediately notify the Elkay Buyer. (see Appendix D). 

d) If the Purchase Order requires the use of more than one container, all containers 
must be delivered to the port in enough time to meet the Purchase Order Due Date 
(due date less transit time to destination). 

e) Include a Container Breakdown (see Section 4.3.2 item f) for each container when 
multiple containers are shipped together. 

2) Container Loading: 
a) Supplier must inspect all containers before loading. 
b) Containers must be clean and free of previous seals prior to loading.  If holes or 

improper door seals are found, the Supplier must contact the Freight Forwarder 
immediately and not load the container. 

c) All products must be placed and secured in the container so that the product will 
not become damaged during shipment or fall out when the container doors are 
opened.  
 
i) After loading, fill all gaps in the container with appropriate material to 

prevent movement during transit.  Any questions or concerns regarding 
properly blocking and bracing a container should be referred to Elkay buyer. 

d) Evenly distribute and balance the weight of the product throughout the container. 
e) Maximum weights:   

20’ container should not exceed 38,400 lbs. 
40’ std., 40HC and 45’ containers should not exceed 40,000 lbs.  Anything in 
excess of this would need to be approved by Elkay’s Global Logistics and Traffic 
Manager. 

f) If container does not meet the maximum weight, it is expected that the container 
will be fully cubed out.  If there is available space in the container, the Elkay buyer 
must be consulted for approval. 

g) The packing list must be attached either to the door of the container or to the last 
carton loaded on the container and must be easily visible for the receiving crew 
when opening the container. 

h) All containers must be properly sealed.  If the supplier does not have a proper 
container seal, the freight forwarder may be able to provide one.  Prior notice of 
such will be required, however. 

 

Less than Container Load (LCL) Shipments 
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1) Supplier must deliver all LCL cargo to the location that the Freight Forwarder 
designates.  

2) LCL cargo will be inspected upon receipt for damage and proper markings. 
3) If cargo is received damaged, the Freight Forwarder will determine if the cargo is 

acceptable to ship. If product is acceptable, the Supplier will sign a letter of indemnity 
and accept any and all liability.  If the product is not acceptable, it will be refused. 

4) If the cargo is not properly marked, the Freight Forwarder will mark the cargo and 
invoice Elkay.  Elkay will deduct the cost of marking from the Supplier’s invoice. 

 

4.7 Airfreight Shipments 
4.7.1 Approval  

1) All airfreight shipments require prior written authorization from the Elkay Buyer. 
2) Elkay will not accept any air shipments without prior authorization. 
3) All airfreight shipments will be controlled by Elkay.  Elkay will obtain all quotes and will 

select the Freight Forwarder. 

4.7.2 Charges 
1) The approval for each shipment will state who is responsible for the airfreight charges. 
2) Late shipments (to the agreed upon Purchase Order Due Date) and/or Quality issues 

may be subject to airfreight. If this happens, airfreight will be required at the Supplier 
expense. 

3) Late shipments that require airfreight are still subject to the fines. 
 
4.8 Domestic Truck Shipments  

4.8.1 Routing Instructions for Freight Collect Shipments 
Effective May 2, 2020, MyFreightWorld is charged with all inboud collect 
shipments to Elkay locations.  This partnership will provide us with the 
capabilities and opportunities for overall transportation efficiency. 
 
If inland freight is included in your pricing to Elkay or if you have been approved 
as a prepay and add supplier, these instructions do not apply.  For all others, 
please see instructions as follows for any shipment to Elkay. 
 

LTL SHIPMENTS 
Any shipment 6 skids or less and less than 12 linear feet will be considered an LTL 
shipment.  All collect LTL routings must be arranged through MyFreightWorld.  
MyFreightWorld contact details as follows: 
Dedicated Email Address:  Elkay@myfreightworld.com 
Phone:  913-353-1998 
The supplier can also be set up on MyFreightWorld’s system to prepare the bills of lading 
and dispatch shipment directly through MyFreightWorld.  MyFreightWorld can prepare the 
bills of lading; however, if the supplier prefers to do so, the following must appear as the 
billing: 
Bill to: 

mailto:Elkay@myfreightworld.com
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Elkay Manufacturing  
c/o MyFreightWorld 
7007 College Boulevard, Ste. 150 
Overland Park, KS 66211 
 
Volume shipments (6 skids or more) and truckload shipments can also be 
scheduled through MyFreightWorld as above.  If there are any questions, 
contact Elkay’s Global Logistics Manager as detailed in Appendix D. 
 
Required information when booking a shipment through MyFreightWorld: 

 
1) Commodity 
2) Weight of package in lbs. 
3) Quantity of packages 
4) Shipping container, i.e. pallet, box 
5) Size of container if not a standard pallet  
6) Full pick up address 
7) Full delivery address 
8) Freight class 
9) Delivery date and time frame 
10) Note:  All shipments that need to be picked up the same day by 5:00 PM must be 

called in by 2:00 PM.  Loads after 2:00 PM will move to next day.  Any shipment 
that needs to be Expedited must have prior approval by Elkay buyer. 

11) Special instructions of any kind, i.e. hazardous material, forklift required, lift-gate, 
etc. 

 
Requested information: 
 

1) NMFC number if available 
2) Operating hours of shipping/receiving 
3) Shipping contact information such as email and phone numbers 
4) Clear directions or instructions for trucking companies 

 
   
 
PARCEL SHIPMENTS 
 
Elkay’s preferred parcel carrier is UPS.  Use of any other parcel company must be 
approved by Elkay buyer prior to shipment.  UPS Ground service must be chosen as well 
unless otherwise approved by Elkay buyer to meet receiving deadlines. 
 
To ship via UPS, individual packages must be less than 130” in girth (Length + 2X Width + 
2X Height) and less than 50 lbs. dimensional weight.  Dimensional weight and actual 
weight must both be considered.  Both must be under 50 lbs.  To calculate dimensional 
weight, take Width*Height*Length and divide by 194. 
 
Account numbers as follows:  
• Location (Account Number) 
• Broadview (614911) 
• Lanark (1WF691) 
• Freeport (6AV193) 
• Lumberton (207244) 
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• Ogden (842259) 
• Savanna (611615) 
• Spokane (8Y68R6) 
• Ringgold (3XR444) 

 
 
 

NOTE:  USE OF CARRIERS NOT APPROVED BY ELKAY PRIOR TO SHIPMENT 
MAY RESULT IN A CHARGEBACK TO THE SUPPLIER. 
 

4.8.2 Send Documents to: 
1) Attach a copy of the Packing List to the shipment so that the Packing List can easily be 

retrieved when the trailer doors are opened.  If less than truckload, ensure a copy is 
attached to the outside of the packaging. 

2) Immediately after the shipment to Elkay has left its shipping origin: 
a) Email a copy of: Commercial Invoice and Packing List and Bill of Lading (see 

Section 4.3) to the following: 
 
Elkay Buyer who issued the purchase order AND to 
OB-AP_INQUIRY@elkay.com 

b) Suppliers are expected to work around known holidays and weekends. If the 
delivery and/or documents are due on a scheduled holiday or weekend, the 
Supplier must ensure that they are received by Elkay prior to the holiday or 
weekend. 
 

4.8.3 Required Documents 
1) Commercial Invoice  

a) The Commercial Invoice must contain the following: 
b) Header Information 

i) Seller: Name and address as shown in the PO. 
ii) Shipper (if not the Seller): Provide name and address. Note: if there is not 

enough room in the header, this info may be placed elsewhere in the body of 
the Commercial Invoice 

iii) Buyer/Sold To: Provide Elkay name and address as shown in the PO. 
iv) Final Consignee/Ship To: Provide Elkay destination name and address as 

stated in the Elkay Purchase Order. 

c) Shipment information 
i) Elkay Purchase Order number 
ii) Invoice number  
iii) Invoice/Shipment date 
iv) Terms of Sale and Terms of Payment 

d) Product information 
i) Detailed description of the product  
ii) Elkay Model Number 
iii) Quantity and the unit of measure (each, pairs, dozen) 
iv) Country of Origin 
v) Hazardous (HAZMAT) information (if applicable) 
vi) Elkay unit price and total item price in USD$. 

mailto:OB-AP_INQUIRY@elkay.com
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e) Additional invoice information 
i) All other agreed upon charges and discounts 
ii) List the total invoice amount in USD$  
iii) Quantity Shipped 

2) Packing List  
The Packing List must include the following: 
a) Header Information 

i) Shipper: Provide name and address  
ii) Consignee/Ship To: Provide Elkay destination name and address as 

stated within the Elkay Purchase Order. 
b) Shipment Information 

i) Elkay Purchase Order number 
ii) Invoice number 
iii) Total number of packages and the total quantity shipped 
iv) Total gross weight and cube 
v) Country of Origin. If not all made in the same country, list for each item. 
vi) All trailer and seal numbers 

c) Product Information 
i) Description of the product 
ii) Quantity shipped  
i) Net weight, gross weight and cube for each individual item 
ii) Elkay Model Number for each item 
iii) Designate which items are in each package 
iv) Total number of packages 
v) Shipping marks and numbers that are on packages 

3) Bill of Lading 
The Bill of Lading must include the following: 

a. Header Information 
i. Shipper: Provide name and address  
ii. Consignee/Ship To: Provide Elkay destination name and address as stated in 

the Elkay Purchase Order. 
b. Shipment Information 

i. Pro-number or tracking number 
ii. Description of goods 
iii. Gross Weight and cube 
iv. NMFC number 
v. Hazardous (HAZMAT) information (if applicable) 
vi. Freight charges: collect or prepaid 
vii. Ship date 

 
 

4.8.4 Payment 
1) All original and complete document packages must be received by Elkay in order to 

pay the Supplier. 
 

4.8.5 USMCA Certificates of Origin 
1) If the product being shipped is entitled to special tariff treatment under the United 

States, Mexico, Canada Free Trade Agreement (USMCA), prior to arrival at Elkay, 
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a copy of the USMCA Certificate of Origin must be faxed, emailed or overnight 
mailed to: 

 
Elkay Manufacturing Company 
Attn:  Elkay Plumbing Global Logistics Manager 
1333 Butterfield Rd, Ste. 200 
Downers Grove, IL 60515 
Fax: 630-645-4482 
Email: (See Appendix D) 

2) USMCA Certificates of Origin may be issued for each individual shipment or issued 
for all shipments as a blanket on an annual basis. 
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5.0 QUALITY & INSPECTION  
 

Suppliers must comply with all quality-related requirements specified by Elkay (e.g. 
engineering drawings, data and inspection activities).  Such requirements will be specified in 
writing (e.g., Purchase Orders, etc.) and are to be achieved in accordance with all applicable 
elements of the Elkay Supplier Evaluation process and this Handbook.   

 

5.1 Elkay Supplier Quality Assurance Survey 
Quality is at the forefront of our business and is one of Elkay’s core values, “we value quality in 
all we do”.  It is a requirement of all suppliers participating in the Supplier Evaluation Program 
that Elkay conducts business with to complete the Supplier Quality Assurance Survey annually 
(Appendix K).  Refusal to complete the survey will negatively impact the quality score for the 
supplier. 

5.2 Pre-production and Production Samples/Data 
 

Prior to doing business with Elkay, an evaluation of the Suppliers Quality system may be 
performed by or at the direction of Elkay personnel.  The result of the evaluation may require 
corrective actions to be in place before orders are placed. 
 
Samples and associated data provided per written instructions and in sufficient quantity to 
provide assurance of the Supplier’s capability (CpK calculations where specified) to produce 
and deliver product to Elkay specifications will be required based on the complexity of the 
material/product to be supplied, and any other requirements/risks associated with the 
particular supply situation.  Such samples may be required prior to production, from first full 
production runs, and/or from any production runs following a change in the Supplier’s process 
and/or necessary corrective action (see Supplier Corrective Action Request (SCAR) in 
Appendix H) due to quality and/or other nonconformance.  Acceptance of such samples and 
data will be subject to approval by Elkay Engineering.  The Supplier will bear all costs of 
providing such samples and associated data, unless otherwise agreed to by Elkay.   
 
For supplied finished goods, control/inspection plan for the parts which include all product Key 
Product Characteristics are required to be submitted.  The plan includes the quantity of parts 
measured, the frequency of the measurements, and the instrument used to make the 
measurement.  Also, a reaction plan if the part does not meet the measurement (part is 
reworked, scrapped, etc.).  
 
Appearance Approval Report – the aesthetic and workmanship requirements necessary for the 
product if required (the requirements will be supplied by Elkay). 
 

5.3 Production Part Approval Process (PPAP) / First Article Inspection (FAI) 
 

The supplier must continuously be qualified for specific processes and parts. PPAP 
documentation must be established whenever requested by Elkay.  Through the PPAP, the 
supplier must demonstrate the ability to repeatedly provide quality parts in accordance with the 
requirements and expectations of Elkay.  In the case of custom products – verification done 
against specification requirements will be a part of FAI = First Article Inspection.  
 

 
 
 
The content of the PPAP will be specified by Elkay.  Some of the key elements of a PPAP are 
the following:  
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• PSW (Part Submission Warrant) 
• Process Flow Chart including: Processes for Order Confirmation, Handling Drawings, BOM, 

Specification, and Revision Changes P-FMEA 
• Control Plan 
• Test Report (Dimensional, Material, and Performance) 
• Initial Process Capability Studies (CTQs) 
• MSA (Measurement system Analysis) 

 

The exact content of the PPAP will be determined by Elkay in relation to product or 
process complexities. Once a PPAP has been approved by signing a Part Submission 
Warrant (PSW), the supplier is approved for serial delivery in relation to the specific 
process, parts and revisions.  PPAP approval is required prior to shipping production 
intent product.  PPAP approval does not relieve the supplier of the full liability of the 
Product(s) delivered to Elkay and the responsibility, on subsequent orders, to assure that 
the manufacturing processes qualified during PPAP remain in control and the Product(s) 
or service supplied meets all requirements in the Applicable Specification. 

 
 

5.4 Supplier Notice of Change and Approval (SNCA) 
 

The supplier must submit a Supplier Notice of Change and Approval (SNCA) to Elkay 
whenever any change is made to the product or production process that may affect the 
form, fit, function, reliability, serviceability, performance, safety, or regulatory 
compliance.  This also applies to changes from one of your major sub-tier suppliers.  
The request must include a complete description of the specific requested change with 
effected quality and cost. No implementation of the requested change must take place 
prior to the Parties’ written agreement (See Appendix I).  
 
Examples of changes requiring a SNCA are: 

 Any product changes (including dimensional and material changes) 
 Tooling changes 
 Machine/equipment changes                        

 

5.5 Supplier Deviation Request (SDR)  
 

The supplier must submit a request for deviation to Elkay when not capable of supplying 
the ordered products within specification.  The request must be submitted before 
accepting/confirming the order to Elkay.  It must include a complete description of the 
deviation including Elkay order number, drawing number, serial numbers (if applicable), 
specification which is not fulfilled, and the quality affected. The order cannot be shipped 
by the supplier prior to the SDR being approved in writing by Elkay.   Regardless of the 
deviation being approved or rejected, the supplier is liable for any and all losses due to 
the deviation.   
 
An SDR can be submitted for specific orders, limited time period or specific serial numbers.  
Approval of the SDR cannot be transferred to another Supplier (See Appendix L). 
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5.6 Supplier Self-Inspection 
 

The supplier must document the methods used to ensure that requirements for the product as 
specified by Elkay are met and match the output of any associated and agreed to benchmark 
and/or preproduction samples.  Records of such inspections must be maintained by the 
supplier in accordance with the supplier’s own retention policies or five years whichever is 
longer.  If there is an alternate product/component requirement, it will be shared with the 
supplier on a case by case basis.  In addition, certain circumstances may require written 
Certification of Conformance (CoC) to the specified requirements; in some cases that 
documentation may need to be shipped with each shipment.   

 

5.7 Elkay and Third-Party Inspections (Supplier location) 
 

In some circumstances, Elkay may choose to perform certain product inspections at the 
supplier’s location.  These activities may be in lieu of or in addition to receiving inspections 
detailed in Section 5.8 below.  In such cases, Elkay will work with the supplier in advance to 
agree on specific arrangements for conducting the inspection activities, as required.  Also, 
Elkay reserves the right to arrange for third-party inspections at the Supplier’s location, an 
Elkay location or other locations, as necessary.  Such arrangements could be the result of 
insufficient quality assurance and/or poor-quality performance.  Any costs incurred due to such 
inspections and/or resulting containment actions would be borne by the supplier if the need 
arose as a result of product quality issues and/or other failure to meet requirements as 
specified by Elkay (see Appendix H).  If Elkay resources are requested, all expenses incurred 
would be charged back to the Supplier (see Appendix P).  If expedited shipment is required, 
please see Section 4.7.2.2 for expedite fees related to a late delivery. 

 

5.8  Receiving Inspection at Elkay 
 

Elkay will inspect some products upon receipt at their locations, depending on the complexity 
of the material/product being supplied and/or any other requirements/risks associated with the 
particular supply situation.  Despite any inspections on Elkay’s part, the ultimate responsibility 
for meeting the specified product requirements is that of the supplier.  If a nonconformance is 
discovered upon inspection or during use, Elkay will document the occurrence and respond in 
accordance with the severity of the issue, including where necessary, issuance of a SCAR 
and/or refusal of receipt.   

 

5.9 Supplier Corrective Action Request (SCAR) 
 
A SCAR is a means of documenting and communicating the account of a particular 
nonconforming issue, any necessary containment actions, investigation for root cause and 
actions necessary to prevent recurrence of the issue (i.e., corrective actions).  When Elkay 
issues a SCAR, provisions for response and necessary corrective actions will be specified 
depending on the severity of the particular issue and/or any disruptions to material flow.  
Suppliers are required to comply with all provisions of a SCAR and associated documentation.  
See Appendix H as a reference of an 8D/SCAR form.  Elkay sorting and testing costs 
associated with the SCAR will be paid by the Supplier as noted in section 5.2. 
 
Suppliers are expected to comply with the following timing for SCAR responses:  

- Within 2 days of receiving a SCAR, the supplier must reply and implement 
containment actions 

- Within 2 weeks of receiving the SCAR, a countermeasure must be implemented 
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- Within 2 months of receiving the SCAR, full root cause and countermeasure must 
be completed and implemented 
 

5.10  Agency Approval and Certification Testing    
 

1) Testing and/or certification agencies are often used to verify the product’s 
adherence to recognized industry standards for safe operation, load capacities, 
durability, reliability, etc. 

2) Some products and/or components may require testing and certification at an 
independent testing agency such as UL, CSA or NSF before final product approval 
and acceptance can be given by Elkay. Elkay Engineering will notify the Supplier 
when testing of this type is required. The supplier will be responsible for running 
any required tests and securing proper certification.  
a) Product Standards Utilized (including, but not limited to):  

Drinking Water Products: UL 399, CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 120, NSF 61, NSF 372, 
ASME A112.18.1/CSA B45.1, ASME A112.19.3/CSA B45.4., FCC, ISED, IEC 
standards, SASO standards, and WRAS. 
Faucets: ASME A112.18.1/CSA B45.1, NSF 61 and NSF 372 
Filters: NSF 42, NSF 53 and NSF 372 
Food Service Products: NSF 2, NSF 18, NSF 372, NSF 4 and UL 197 
Sinks: ASME A112.19.3/CSA B45.4, ASME A112.19.2/CSA B45.1, CSA 
B45.5/IAPMO Z124, CSA B45.12/IAPMO Z402, and NSF 2 

b) Products that contact drinking water when used in Elkay products must be 
compliant to NSF/ANSI 61 (applicable section) & 372 as evidenced by testing 
or certification in accordance with NSF/ANSI 61 & 372. 

c) For detailed agency and certification requirements specific to the product to be 
supplied, reference the applicable Elkay Engineering drawings.  

3) If products are agency-listed (example: UL, CSA), Elkay will require documentation 
from the supplier that verifies the agency listing. U.S. Customs may also request 
this information at the time of shipment.  

 
5.11 Restricted Materials (RoHS, Conflict Minerals, Redlist, etc.) 

 
From time to time, Elkay must prove that we do not use certain restricted materials (e.g. 
conflict minerals, RoHS, hazardous substances). When this occurs, suppliers are required to 
respond to Elkay’s requests for proof of compliance to such regulations.    
The supplier agrees to comply with the Elkay Chemical and Material Redlist unless other 
agreed upon terms are identified between the supplier and Elkay.  The Chemical and Material 
Redlist lists substances that are prohibited, restricted or targeted for reduction with the aim of 
phasing out their use.  Furthermore, it ensures that undesirable substances will not be applied 
unless they have been thoroughly considered.  
The Chemical and Redlist Material is applicable for chemicals and materials used in Elkay 
products, for testing, manufacturing, maintaining or servicing our products.  This applies to all 
chemicals and materials.  All office materials are excluded.  The requirements in the Elkay 
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Chemical and Material Redlist are to be considered as minimum requirements.  All relevant 
national and international laws and regulations are to be observed in the assessment and 
approval of chemicals and materials. 

Link to RoHS Directive’s hazardous substances 
Link to California Prop 65 Standards 
Link to LBC Red List 

 

5.12 Material Disclosure 

The supplier agrees to disclose all materials used in the manufacture of any product or component 
supplier to Elkay.  Material disclosures shall be reported down to 100 ppm (0.01%) and include any 
residual material and/or impurities. 

This information is intended for use in developing transparency documents known as Material 
Disclosures.  Material Disclosures and other transparency documents are used to advance our 
sustainability initiatives as such documents are becoming widely accepted as a requirement in the 
sustainable building environment. 

5.13 CSR Reporting 

Suppliers are encouraged to create and maintain Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Reports on 
their own operations that can be shared with Elkay and the public at large.  Elkay has developed and 
launched a CSR Report and plans to evolve that report to include information from throughout our 
supply chain, so Elkay expects their suppliers to supply data relative to CSR metrics within a 
reasonable period when such information is requested.   

https://www.rohsguide.com/
https://oehha.ca.gov/proposition-65/proposition-65-list
https://living-future.org/declare/declare-about/red-list/
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6.0 SUPPLIER EVALUATION PROCESS 
 

Explanation of rating categories, method of measurement by weight, as follows: 
 
 

I.  Quality 40% - We value quality in all we do. 
 

The Quality portion of the scorecard is calculated based upon the previous period results utilizing 
the following 4 potential inputs.  These results could affect the Quality score and reduce it from 
100% as follows:  
1. The foundational quality calculation is based on defective parts per million (DPPM) which is 
objective, quantitative data captured in the Elkay systems.  
Defective PPM is calculated by the number of a supplier’s defects divided by the same supplier’s 
receipts all multiplied by a million. The number of defects and receipts recorded must be over the 
same timeframe. 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =
defects
receipts

 𝑥𝑥 1,000,000 

A defect is any material that does not adhere or conform to Elkay blueprint specifications. 
 
The scale is measured by: 
 
For Low Volume Suppliers: 

Low Volume (Less than 2000 pcs delivered / month) 
PPM From PPM to Score 
0 0 100 
1 3000 99 
3001 6000 98 
6001 9000 97 
9001 12000 96 
12001 15000 95 
15001 20000 94 
20001 25000 93 
25001 30000 92 
30001 35000 91 
35001 40000 90 
40001 45000 88 
45001 50000 86 
50001 60000 84 
60001 70000 82 
70001 80000 80 
80001 90000 75 
 
 
 
 
 
For High Volume Suppliers: 
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High Volume (Greater than 2000 pcs delivered / month) 

PPM From PPM to Score 

0 0 100 

1 3000 99 

3001 5000 98 

5001 7000 97 

7001 9000 96 

9001 11000 95 

11001 13000 94 

13001 15000 93 

15001 17000 92 

17001 19000 91 

19001 21000 90 

21001 23000 89 

23001 25000 88 

25001 27000 87 

27001 29000 86 

29001 31000 85 

31001 36000 84 
 
 
 
    2. SCARS – Supplier Corrective Action Reports 
- For each SCAR issued in a given month: 

• If found at Elkay,  3 points deducted from the base score in that month 
• If found in the field as a field failure,  6 points from the base score in that month 
• Points will be credited back if the issue is found to be not the supplier’s fault 

• For each month that a SCAR remains open past the 60-day close out - 1 point will be deducted 
from the base score 
 

3. DEVIATIONS: 
- Deviations Required due to Supplier Issue 

• If requested prior to shipment to Elkay, no penalty and no SCAR issued 
• If requested after shipment but shipment has not arrived at Elkay, 1 

point deducted from the base score, but no SCAR issued  
• NOTE: Elkay does NOT have to accept a deviation request 

• NPI Product  Elkay’s issue vs suppliers 
• If requested prior to shipment AND prior to Elkay onsite inspection, no 

penalty 
• If requested during/after Elkay inspection (i.e. PPAP inspection), 1 point 

deducted from base score 
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    (Noted:  Point deduction is on a per project basis:  i.e. Project has 5 SKUs and all 5 need a 
deviation, 1 point deducted – not 5) 
 
 

4. SNCA   
• Existing Products 

• If requested prior to manufacturing product, no penalty 
• If requested after manufacturing but prior to shipment to Elkay, no 

penalty 
• NOTE: Elkay does NOT have to accept a change request 

• NPI Product 
• If requested during the RFQ phase, no penalty 
• If requested prior to prototype parts being shipped out, no penalty 
• If requested prior to shipment AND prior to Elkay onsite inspection, no 

penalty 
• If requested during/after Elkay inspection (i.e. PPAP inspection), 1 point 

deducted from base score 
 (Note:  Point deduction is on a per project basis) 
 
 
Supplier requirements: 

- Provide first article production product for review when new products or engineering 
changes are requested by either party. 

- Provide inspection certifications on a timely basis when requested with shipment or batch.  
- Request deviations from standard (material, physical characteristics, or process changes) 

in an appropriate manner and consistent basis.  
- Employ a program of outgoing inspection that prevent defects from entering an Elkay 

manufacturing process or shipment to our warehouse/customers. 
- Respond in a timely manner, and provide resolution, with actions taken to correct any 

quality problems and prevent future occurrences.  
 
II.  Delivery 30% - Suppliers must meet their delivery commitments to Elkay, so that 

Elkay can meet or exceed our customer delivery expectations.  Customers are the 
key to our business.   

 
 

III.  Strategic Alignment 15% - New Products are the life-line of our business.  
Performing our business efficiently is the difference between success and failure. 

 
- New Product Development – Support and execute  

 
- Customer Service/Communication  

o Ease of doing business 
o Invoicing 
o Request for Quotes 

 
- Lead Times Reduction Goal   

 
 
 
 
 

IV.  Cost Savings 15% - For Elkay to stay in business, we must remain competitive and 
manage all our costs and assets. 
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The Elkay Supply Chain Team will review results against the above criteria and issue an overall score 
to the supplier based upon actual performance.  The ELKAY SUPPLIER EVALUATION PROCESS is 
intended to cultivate strong working relationships between Elkay and our suppliers, and to provide the 
background for continual improvement in the Elkay supplier base.  The purpose of the process is to 
provide Elkay and its suppliers with details regarding a supplier’s performance against standards.  
This will be accomplished by measuring the above four key criteria of our supplier’s performance. 
 
 

 
Please request a copy of the revised Supplier Evaluation Process booklet from your buyer for more 
information on the supplier evaluation formula. 
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7.0 Elkay Owned Tooling 
 
It may be necessary for Elkay to purchase tooling for the supplier to manufacture products for Elkay.  
This tooling will be located at the supplier’s facility.  Since the tooling is owned by Elkay, the supplier 
will provide Elkay with electronic prints for the tooling.  The supplier will be responsible for all 
preventative maintenance on the tooling. The supplier is expected to routinely monitor the condition of 
the tool and notify Elkay, in a timely manner, should major repairs be required.  
 
Supplier agrees to notify Elkay in writing to request permission to scrap out any tooling owned by 
Elkay and will not scrap out any tooling until authorized by Elkay.  The request is to be made by filling 
out the “Tooling Disposition” form (See Appendix J) and is to be sent to the appropriate Elkay Buyer. 
Once the request has been approved by all appropriate Elkay Managers, it will be forwarded back to 
the Supplier granting the authorization to either scrap out the tooling or ship tooling back to Elkay. 
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APPENDIX A 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

  1. ACCEPTANCE – AGREEMENT 
These terms and conditions govern all Purchase Orders issued by Purchaser to the Seller indicated on the Purchase Order. Seller’s 
commencement of work on the goods subject to any Purchase Order or shipment of such goods, whichever occurs first, shall constitute 
acceptance of the Purchase Order and these Terms and Conditions. Any acceptance of a Purchase Order is limited to the express terms 
contained on the face of any applicable Purchase Order and these Terms and Conditions (the “Contract Terms). Unless expressly agreed 
to in writing by an authorized representative of Purchaser, any proposal for additional or different terms or any attempt by Seller to vary in 
any degree any of the terms of this offer in Seller’s acceptance is hereby objected to and rejected and these Contract Terms shall be the 
complete and exclusive statement between Seller and Purchaser. 

2. TERMINATION FOR CONVENIENCE OF PURCHASER 
Purchaser reserves the right to terminate any Purchase Order or any part thereof for its sole convenience upon giving notice to Seller. In 
the event of such termination, Seller shall immediately stop all work, and shall immediately cause any of its suppliers or subcontractors to 
cease such work. Purchaser shall be liable to Seller only for services satisfactorily performed or conforming goods delivered prior to notice 
of termination. Seller shall neither be paid for any work done after receipt of the notice of termination nor for any costs incurred by Seller, 
Seller’s suppliers or subcontractors, including costs of raw materials. 

3. TERMINATION FOR CAUSE 
Purchaser may also terminate any Purchase Order or any portion thereof for cause in the event Seller fails to comply with any of the 
Contract Terms. In addition, deterioration in Seller’s financial condition, absent reasonable assurances of future performance, shall allow 
Purchaser to terminate any Purchase Order for cause. 

4. PROPRIETARY INFORMATION – CONFIDENTIALITY – ADVERTISING 
Seller shall consider all information furnished by Purchaser to be confidential and shall not disclose any such information to any other 
person or use such information itself for any purpose other than performing its obligations under the Purchase Order. This paragraph shall 
apply to all drawings, specifications, or other documents prepared by Seller for Purchaser in connection with the Purchase Order. Seller 
shall not advertise or publish the fact the Purchaser has contracted to purchase goods from Seller, nor shall any information relating to the 
order be disclosed without Purchaser’s written permission. Upon request of Purchaser, Seller shall return or destroy all such information. 
Seller’s obligations under this paragraph survive the cancellation, termination, or completion of the Purchase Order. 

5. WARRANTY 
Seller warrants that all goods and services furnished to Purchaser as a result of any Purchase Order have been manufactured, distributed, 
and delivered in compliance with all applicable federal, state and local laws, regulations and ordinances. Seller expressly warrants that all 
goods or services furnished pursuant to this Purchase Order shall (i) conform to all applicable specifications, descriptions and appropriate 
standards and will be free from defects in material and workmanship, (ii) be merchantable, safe and appropriate for the purpose for which 
the good services of that kind are normally used, and (iii) be free and clear of all liens and encumbrances, good title thereto being in Seller. 
If Seller knows or has reason to know the particular purpose for which Purchaser intends to use the goods or services, Seller warrants that 
such goods or services will be fit for such particular purpose. Seller warrants that goods or services furnished hereunder will conform in all 
respects to samples previously provided and to the most current specifications. Seller’s warranty shall run to Purchaser, its successors, 
assigns and customers, and users of goods sold by Purchaser pursuant to this Purchase Order. In the event of failure of Seller to correct 
defects in or replace nonconforming goods or services promptly, Purchaser, after reasonable notice to Seller, may make such corrections, 
replace such goods or services and charge Seller for the cost incurred by Purchaser in doing so. 

6. PRICE 
Seller warrants that the prices for the goods sold hereunder are not less favorable than those currently extended to any other customer 
for the same or similar goods in similar quantities after taking into effect all discounts and rebates. In the event Seller reduces its price for 
such goods during the term of any Purchase Order, Seller agrees to reduce its price for such goods during the term of any Purchase Order, 
Seller agrees to reduce the prices hereof correspondingly. Seller warrants that the prices shown on the Purchase Order shall be complete, 
and no increase in prices or additional charges of any type, including surcharges, shall be added without Purchaser’s express written 
consent. Unless otherwise stated in the Purchase Order, delivery of goods shall be DAP destination (Purchaser’s plant location) with Seller 
to incur freight, boxing, packing or other charges. 

7. FORCE MAJEURE 
Purchaser may delay receipt or acceptance of goods of services pursuant to this Purchase Order if the delay is occasioned by causes 
beyond its control. Seller shall hold such goods at the direction of the Purchaser and shall deliver them when the cause affecting the delay 
has been removed. Purchaser shall be responsible only for Seller’s direct additional costs of holding the goods delaying performance 
hereunder at Purchaser’s request. 
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8. INDEMNIFICATION 
Seller shall, at Seller’s sole cost and expense, release, defend, indemnify and hold harmless Purchaser, its directors, officers, agents, 
and employees from, and against, any and all damages, liabilities, claims. Losses, and expenses (including reasonable attorney fees) 
arising out of, or resulting in any way from (i) any alleged defect or non-conformity in the goods or services purchased hereunder, (ii) any 
act of omission of Seller, its agents, employees, or subcontractors, (iii) any recall of the goods in conjunction with the Consumer 
Products Safety Commission, or (iv) any claim that the goods or services infringe a patent, copyright, trademark, trade secret or other 
intellectual property right of a third party. 

9. INSURANCE 
Seller agrees to carry and to furnish certificates from its insurance carrier to Purchaser showing that it carries insurance in the following 
minimum limits: (a) worker’s compensation – statutory limits for states in which the work is to be performed, (b) general liability with 
minimum limits of $1,000,000 up to $5,000,000 each occurrence in the aggregate, subject to a review of the products and potential liability, 
(c) auto liability with minimum limits of $1,000,000 each occurrence and in the aggregate. Seller agrees to obtain and provide to Purchaser 
certificates reflecting supplier’s endorsements under such insurance policies naming Purchaser as an additional insured thereunder. All 
policies of insurance specified herein shall provide, at the request of Purchaser, that the coverage thereunder shall not be terminated 
without at least ten (10) days’ prior written notice to Purchaser. 

10. INSPECTION/ TESTING 
Payment for or receipt of the goods delivered hereunder shall not constitute acceptance thereof. Purchaser shall have the right to inspect 
such goods and reject any of all of such goods which are in the Purchaser’s sole judgment defective or non-conforming. Goods rejected 
hereunder may be returned to Seller at its expense, and, in addition to Purchaser’s other rights, Purchaser may charge Seller all expenses 
of unpacking, examining, repacking and reshipping such goods. In the event Purchaser received goods whose defects or non-conformity 
is not apparent on examination, Purchaser reserves the right to reject or revoke any acceptance of such goods and to require replacement 
as well as payment of damages. If any inspection or test is to be made on the premises of Seller, Seller without additional charge shall 
provide all reasonable facilities and assistance for the safety and convenience to the inspectors in the performance of their duties. 

11. ENTIRE AGREEMENT 
Except as provided in written contract executed by both Purchaser and Seller, these Contract Terms constitute the entire agreement 
between the parties concerning the goods and/or services specified herein. The terms and provisions hereof may not be modified in the 
absence of the prior express written consent of Purchaser. 

12. ASSIGNMENTS AND SUBCONTRACTING 
No part of this order may be assigned or subcontracted without the prior written approval of Purchaser. 

13. SET – OFF 
All claims for money by Seller against Purchaser shall be subject to deduction or offset by any claim for money of Purchaser against Seller 
arising out of this or any other transaction. 

14. REMEDIES AND WAIVER 
Purchaser’s remedies shall be cumulative and shall include any and all remedies allowed by law or equity. Purchaser’s failure to insist on 
performance of any of the terms of conditions herein or to exercise any right or privilege or Purchaser’s waiver of any breach hereunder 
shall not thereafter waive any other terms, conditions, or privileges, whether of the same or similar type. 

15. DELIVERY 
Time is of the essence hereof, and if the delivery of goods or services is not completed by the date set forth in the Purchase Order, 
Purchasers reserves the rights and remedies, to terminate this Purchase Order and to purchase substitute goods or services elsewhere 
and charge Seller with any loss incurred. No partial shipments may be made without Purchaser’s written consent.  Purchaser has the right 
to cancel any outstanding balance.  Goods supplied in excess of quantities called for hereunder may be returned to Seller at its expense, 
and, in addition to Purchaser’s other rights, Purchaser may charge Seller all expenses of unpacking, examining, repacking and reshipping 
such good.   Seller shall report any delays in delivery schedule immediately as they become known to the Seller. Purchaser may, upon 
reasonable notice to Seller, cancel schedules specified in the Purchase Order. 

16. LIMITATION ON PURCHASER’S LIABILITY – STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS 
IN NO EVENT WILL PURCHASER BE LIABLE TO SELLER OR ANY THIRD PARTY, IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, FOR 
ANY LOSS OF PROFITS OR FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, EXEMPLARY, PUNITIVE OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES ARISING FROM OR AS A RESULT OF THIS PURCHASE ORDER OR ANY AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE PARTIES 
RELATING TO THE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES SUPPLIED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF PURCHASER HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE 
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. Any action resulting from any breach on the part of Purchaser as to goods or services delivered 
hereunder must be commenced within one year after the cause of action has accrued. 

17. SHIPPING PACKING AND RISK OF LOSS 
All goods shall be suitably packed, marked with Purchaser’s purchase order number and shipped in accordance with shipping 
instructions specified herein and other wise in accordance with the requirements of common carriers so as to obtain the lowest 
transportation cost. No charge shall be made to Purchaser for boxing, packing, carting unless specifically itemized on the face hereof. 
Seller shall be liable to Purchaser for any loss or damage resulting from Seller’s failure to act so as to provide adequate protection 
during shipment. Unless the Purchase Order indicates that the goods are Ex Works, risk of loss or damage in transit shall be Seller’s 
sole responsibility and liability until conforming goods are delivered to and accepted by Purchaser. Additional expenses, with other 
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shipping instructions, or improper description of the shipment and shipping documents shall be assumed by Seller. Purchaser’s 
purchase order number must be placed on all invoices and shipping papers. 

18. PURCHASER PROPERTY 
Any materials, parts or tools furnished by Purchaser with a Purchase Order shall be deemed to be held by Seller on consignment, shall 
remain the property of Purchaser and shall be returned to Purchaser on demand. Seller agrees to maintain said materials in proper working 
order and repair and to protect them against loss or damage. Seller further agrees to mark or tag said materials (insofar as practical) to 
clearly indicate Purchaser’s ownership thereof. 

19. TAXES 
Purchaser shall not be liable for any taxes, duties, customs or assessments in connection with the purchase and/or delivery of goods 
ordered hereunder, except such as are expressly set forth on the face hereof. 

20. CHANGES 
Purchaser may make changes in drawings, specifications, quantities, delivery schedules or methods of shipment or packaging on any item 
at any time. If such changes result in an increase or decrease in costs, and equitable adjustment of price and delivery schedule may be 
made, or Purchaser may, as its option, terminate the Purchase Order if agreement on an equitable adjustment cannot be reached. Seller 
must assert claims for equitable adjustment within ten (10) days of the change order. This order together with any change orders or 
instructions approved by Purchaser in writing shall constitute one integrated contract. 

21. WAIVERS OF LIEN 
Seller shall furnish all necessary lien waivers, affidavits, or other documents required to keep the property and premises of Purchaser, or 
Purchaser’s customers or assignees, free from all liens, claims, encumbrances or assessments arising out of the furnishing of labor, 
material or equipment by any party or entity in regard to the performance of this Purchase Order, as payments are made from time to time 
hereunder. 

22. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY CLAUSE, FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT, AND COMPLIANCE WITH OTHER RELEVANT FEDERAL LAWS 
By acceptance of this Purchase Order, Seller hereby warrants and represents to Purchaser that Seller shall comply with the Fair Labor 
Standards Act and all other applicable federal, state, and local laws, regulations and orders and shall, upon request, furnish to 
Purchaser a certificate to such effect. The Equal Opportunity Clause in Title 41; Part 60-1.4 of the Code of Federal Regulations 
(Paragraphs 1-7 of President’s Executive Order 11246), the Employment of the Handicapped Clause in Title 41, Part 60-741.4, of the 
Code of Federal Regulations, are incorporated herein by reference if and to the extent applicable. 
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APPENDIX B
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APPENDIX C 
 

 
 

Main Addresses and Numbers 
 

Corporate Office: 
   

 

Elkay Corporate Headquarters 
1333 Butterfield Road Ste 200  
Downers Grove, IL 60515 
Phone: (630)574-8484 

 

Domestic Plumbing Sites:  

Freeport, IL 
1750 S Lincoln Dr, Ste. A 
Freeport, IL 61032 
Phone: (815)618-6840 

 
 
Ogden, UT 
551 S. Depot Dr. 
Ogden, UT 84404 
Phone: (801)621-2044 

 

Broadview, IL 
2700 S. 17th Avenue 
Broadview, IL 60155-4722 
Phone: (708)681-1880 

 

Savanna, IL 
6400 Penn Avenue 
Savanna, IL 61074-2923 
Phone: (815)273-7001 

Lanark, IL 
105 N. Rochester St. 
Lanark, IL 61046-1149 
Phone: (815)493-8850 

Spokane, WA 
421 N. Freya 
Spokane, WA 99292 
Phone: (509)533-0808 

Lumberton, NC 
880 Caton Road 
Lumberton, NC 28360-0458 
Phone: (910)739-8181 

 

International Locations: 
   

 

China Locations:  
  

  

Shanghai CHINA 
Elkay (China) Kitchen Solutions Ltd. Co. 
Rm. 2005, Bldg. 3, Innovative Factory 
No. 695, Lingshi Rd., Zhabei District 
Shanghai, China 200072 
Phone: 011-0086-213-319-1180 

Zhuhai CHINA 
Elkay (China) Kitchen Solutions Ltd. Co. 
#5 Yongan Rd., LianGang Industrial Park 
JinWan District 
Zhuhai, China PC519045 
Phone: 011-86-756-726-1222 

 
 
 

 

Mexico Locations:  
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Mexico City MEXICO  
Industrias Quetzal, S.A. de C.V.  
Paseo de la Reforma 2976 
Col. Lomas de Vista 
Hermosa, Mexico D.F., Mexico 05100 
Phone: 011-52-555-814-1000 

San Luis Potosi MEXICO 
EB Técnica Mexicana S.A. de C.V. 
Av. Promoción No. 120 
Zona Industrial 1a Sec 
San Luis Potosí, SLP, Mexico 78090 
Phone: 011-52-444-137-0100 
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APPENDIX D 
 
 
Title  Phone  Email Responsibility 
Elkay 
Purchasing – 
Plumbing 
Products  

708.786.5083 purchasing@elkay.com 
kim.miller@elkay.com 
 

Plumbing Products Supplier 
Management and 
Coordination, Purchase Orders  

Elkay Global 
Sourcing – 
USA  

708.786.5033 andrew.stepper@elkay.com 
 

Sourcing, Program 
Implementation 

Elkay Supplier 
Quality  

708.786.5009 blake.russell@elkay.com 
 

Factory Audit and Quality 
Assurance 

Elkay China 
Sourcing 

021-
33191180 

Elkay.sourcing@elkay.com.cn 
 

Sourcing, Program 
Implementation  

Elkay China 
Quality  

0755-
33352203 

Frank.zhou@elkay.com.cn 
 

Factory Audit, Supplier 
Product Release and Quality 
Assurance for China  

Elkay 
Plumbing 
Global 
Logistics 
Manager  

708.786.5017 Theresa.mcclafferty@elkay.com 
 

Logistics – Domestic U.S. 
Plumbing Shipments, All 
Import / Export for Plumbing  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:purchasing@elkay.com
mailto:kim.miller@elkay.com
mailto:andrew.stepper@elkay.com
mailto:blake.russell@elkay.com
mailto:Elkay.sourcing@elkay.com.cn
mailto:Frank.zhou
mailto:Theresa.mcclafferty@elkay.com
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APPENDIX E 
COMMERCIAL INVOICE FORM 
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APPENDIX F 
PACKING LIST 
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APPENDIX G 
SWPM FUMIGATION / DISINFECTION CERTIFICATE 
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APPENDIX H 
SUPPLIER CORRECTIVE ACTION REQUEST (SCAR) 
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Appendix I 
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Appendix J 
TOOLING DISPOSITION INSTRUCTIONS 

            
The instructions below should be followed when disposing of Elkay owned obsolete 
tooling resigning at a supplier’s facility. 

1. Upon receiving notice of obsolete tooling residing at the supplier's facility, the 
supplier must complete Part A "Obsolete Tooling Data".” Information in Part A 
will be used by Elkay to determine the proper disposition of obsolete tooling. 
 

2. Once the supplier has furnished the information requested in Part A, the Buyer 
will route the obsolete disposition form internally. 
 
 

3. The column entitled "Disposition Option" Part B should be completed only by 
the Buyer or a designated representative.  The disposition options are:  
 
 Option 1 - –Return the tooling to Elkay. 
 Option 2 - –Supplier is directed to scrap the tooling on-site at its facility. 

   
4. Once the Disposition Option block of Part B is completed and signed by the 

Buyer, or designated representative, forward the form to the supplier for 
disposition of tooling identified in Part B in the manner specified. 
 

5. Upon complete disposition of the tooling as authorized, the supplier should 
complete and sign Part C of this form and return the completed form to Elkay. 
 
 
 

Upon completion of the disposition of the tooling identified in Part A, this form should be completed and signed by the supplier and 
returned to the Buyer, Elkay Manufacturing Company. 
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TOOLING DISPOSITION FORM - –ART A (Obsolete Tooling Data)  
 
The following tooling information is requested of Supplier ABC # 12345. The information in this Part A is needed for Elkay to determine the proper 
disposition of tooling, respectively, residing at the supplier's facility. 
 

Elkay Org     
Elkay Part Number     

Part Description     
Part/Model used on     
Last PO to Supplier     

Current Inventory     
Annual Usage Past 2 years     

Tool Number     
Tool Name/Description     

Tool Date Last Used     
Tool Condition see below     

Fully Amotorized     
Reason for Disposition Request     

Scrap or Return to Elkay     
Scrap Value     

Costs to return to Elkay     
 
By signing document, you agree that said tooling is to be scrapped or tooling to be returned to Elkay. 
Use the following to describe Tool Condition: 

A = Excellent condition Plant Manager Signature  Date:  
B = Good Condition Engineering Manager Signature  Date:  
C = Fair Condition Process / Manufacturing Engineering Manager Signature  Date:  
D = Poor Condition Purchasing Manager Signature  Date:  
F = Needs repaired Quality Services Manager Signature  Date:  
 Marketing Product Manager Signature  Date:  
 Finance Manager Signature  Date:  
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TOOLING DISPOSITION FORM - –ART B (Procurement Authorization) 
 
Supplier is hereby authorized to dispose of Elkay tooling identified in Part A. 
 
Buyer - –elect Disposition Option by placing a check mark in the box 
 Option 1, ship tooling to Elkay ______________________________________ to the Buyer's attention  
 Option 2 dispose of tooling as scrap material in accordance with applicable federal, state and local requirements.  

 
Buyer Signature: __________________________________________________   Date: ___________ 
Purchasing Supervisor signature: _____________________________________  Date: ___________ 
Plumbing Products Purchasing Manager: _______________________________  Date: ___________ 
 
 
 
 

TOOLING DISPOSITION FORM - –ART C (Supplier Certification) 
 
Certification A:  Applicable if Option 1 is selected 
Supplier further certifies that the tooling identified in Part A above was shipped to the entity designated in Option 2 of Part B above on 
_____________ (date) to the attention of ________________________________________.  
 
Certification B:  Applicable if Option 2 is selected  
Supplier further certifies that the tooling identified in Part A above were disposed of in a manner that complies with all applicable law, 
statute, ordinance, order regulation, decree, or requirement of the federal, state and local governments.  
 
By: _____________________________  Title:  __________________________  Date ___________  
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Appendix K 
Elkay Supplier Quality Assurance Survey 

 
Supplier________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Primary Contact________________________________ Title______________________________ 
 

Contact Phone Number_____________________ E-mail Address__________________________ 
 

Address________________________________________________________________________ 
Quality System Information 
 

Would the Supplier be willing to host a Quality Audit by Elkay? Yes   /   No (Circle) 
 

Is the Supplier’s Quality System Third-Party Registered (e.g., ISO-9001)?   Yes   /   No (Circle) 
 

If yes, please provide certificate, skip remaining questions, sign and date below. 
 

If no, is there a Documented Quality System?  Yes   /   No (Circle) 
 

If yes, please provide most recent manual and/or general procedures, sign and date below. 
 

If no, please indicate responsibility (Dept. or individual) for the following to the right of each item: 
          (NA if item is not applicable to business with Elkay) 

Management Responsibility for Quality (incl. Quality Records)   ___________________ 

Employee Training and Qualification      ___________________ 

Control of Purchased Material, Equipment, and Services    ___________________ 

Design Control (changes/revisions) and Approval    ___________________ 

Production Drawings and other Standards     ___________________ 

Product Identification and Control of Materials, Parts, and Components  ___________________ 

Outgoing Inspection and Testing (incl. Measuring & Test Equipment)  ___________________ 

Containment and Disposition of Nonconforming Product and Corrective Action ___________________  

Customer Reporting and Request for Product Deviation    ___________________ 

Product Handling, Storage, and Shipping     ___________________ 

Customer Support and Customer Issues      ___________________ 

Customer required Samples and Production Run Measurements (incl. data) ___________________ 

Customer required Inspection Certificates     ___________________ 
 
Supplier Representative__________________________________________      Date___________________ 
 
 
 
 

 
Elkay Use Only – Supply Chain Review     Initial and Date___________________ 
 

Supplier:  Existing   /   New (Circle) 

Comments:  ___________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix L 
Supplier Deviation Request Form 

 

 
Appendix M 
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Appendix N 
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Appendix O 
Steel Skidding Specifications  
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 Purpose:  
The purpose of this procedure is to ensure the arrival of the steel in good condition and to enable it to be 
unloaded, handled and stored in a safe and efficient manner.  
 
Instructions:  
Coil Steel Skidding  
1. All steel coils 20ga minimum thickness and 12” minimum width are to be shipped with coils “fork rear” or 
“eye horizontal” (upright). See Figure 1 Coils less than 20ga or narrower than 12” should be shipped “eye to the 
sky” (flat). See Figure 2.  
2. Multiple coils may be put on one skid. Gross weight for an individual coil or multiple coils on one skid, 
including the skid weight, not to exceed 5000lbs. Net weight per coil not to exceed 4000 lbs.  
3. Plastic to be between coils and skid  
4. Coils to be banded per the following:  
• Minimum three steel bands through the eye and around the width of each coil. One of these bands to be around 
the coil tail with edge protectors covering the corners.  
• Minimum two steel bands holding each coil to the skid. These bands are to be separate from those specified 
above and should wrap around the decking and not the skid runners.  
• Edge protectors to be used under banding on 20ga and thinner material.  
5. Multiple coils on one skid to be separated from each other using minimum of 7/8” plastic tubing, wood or other 
suitable material.  
6. ID of coil must be 18”- 20” and the OD to be 54” maximum.  
 
Sheet Steel Skidding 4’ x 8’; 5’ x 8’  
1. Gross weight of steel sheets and skid not to exceed 4000 lbs.  
2. Sheets must be firmly banded to skid with two steel bands each direction. Edge protectors must be under the 
bands and paper or plastic between sheet and skid. Bands must be easily removed from the skid and not be around 
the runners.  
3. Skids to be constructed out of oak or other hardwood as 4-way pallets that allow 3.5” of clearance for forks on 
the narrow side.  
4. Total height of material and skid not to exceed 9.25”.  
5. All sheets are to be stacked on top of each other with no more than 1/8” alignment difference from sheet to 
sheet as seen by exposing a corner.  
 
Sheet Steel Skidding 4’ x 6’  
1. Gross weight of steel sheets and skid not to exceed 5000 lbs.  
2. Sheets must be firmly banded to skid with two steel bands each direction. Edge protectors must be under the 
bands and paper or plastic between sheet and skid. Bands must be easily removed from the skid and not be around 
the runners.  
3. Vinyl clad steel sheets to be stacked vinyl to vinyl as a standard. Vinyl side up is acceptable if designated on 
the P.O., by SKU and with prior approval from the fabrication supervisor.  
4. Skids to be constructed per Figure 3 or Figure 3A using oak or other hardwood.  
5. All sheets are to be stacked on top of each other with no more than 1/8” alignment difference from sheet to 
sheet as seen by exposing a corner.  
 
Blank Steel Skidding  
1. Steel blanks stacked on a skid should not:  
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• Exceed 1500 lbs gross weight including skid and steel  
• Be higher than 16” overall height including the skid  
• Specific blanks designated by Elkay may have gross weight 4000 lbs max. and stacked up to 18” overall height.  
2. Stacks to be banded with 2 steel bands minimum running the length of the skid (parallel to runners). These 
bands may be around the runners (if the runners are grooved on the bottom to accept the bands) and/or the 
decking. One steel band minimum across the width but cannot be around the runners in this direction. Edge 
protection required under bands.  
3. Vinyl clad steel banks to be stacked vinyl to vinyl  
4. Paper or plastic to be between blanks and skid  
5. Skids should have a minimum of 2 runners with runners supporting entire length of decking. Maximum width 
of outside runners to be 24” outside to outside and cannot be wider than the decking. Minimum inside width of 
runners to be 14”. See Figure 4. This skid would apply to all blanks except where this is not practical because of 
blank size or multiple stacks of blanks on a skid. In this case, the runners can have a maximum width of 42”  
6. Any gross weight or skidding requirements that fall outside the above specifications to be coordinated and 
agreed upon between the supplier and Elkay.  
 
 

  
Figure 1       Figure 2  
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MAX GROSS WEIGHT 5,000 LBS 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 3A MAX GROSS WEIGHT 2,500 LBS 
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Figure 4 
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